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m i n d h u e s t u d i o

Pixellation: the process of dividing a continuous image into a series of discrete picture elements. 

At this end of history, we’d like to think that we created this form of rendering, but pixellation is 

just about as old as pottery and weaving. Tile mosaic and textile patterns are basic forms of 

pixellaion, albeit in technologies we rarely think of using that term. Extending the form to the 

computer screen is merely purifiying the silicon used in tiles for information processing, and 

rendering the weaver’s grid of threads with something a little more virtual. Plus, the pixels glow.

Pixellation, say the complainers, is blocky and removes information from the scene, but, sad to 

say, that’s the case with any system of representation. Really, any time you hold the Universe up 

to itself you have to make some sort of sacrifice, or you’ll be dealing with one-to-one reproduc-

tions. As nice as it would be for Leonardo to have rendered La Giaconda at a molecular level of 

detail, when you’re working with brushes and paint, something’s gotta give. Best to elide where 

you can, so it doesn’t take ten years to paint a simple portrait. And, besides, the human visual 

system isn’t designed for an infinte level of detail. Any organism that did would find itself at the 

end of a computaitonal bottleneck that would make it easy prey for anything that streamlined 

the process. So it’s best to recognize that we already view things as a discrete array of tones, 

even though we don’t notice the boundaries.

And that information layer is what I’m most interested in. When you start to strip away the 

extraneous and get to the vital, how far can you go? How few colors, how few tiles do you need 

to get your point across? What level of abstraction can you present without the viewer noticing? 

Can context and construction add or subtract to the level of information that the viewer 

acknowledges, adding a personal or political statement encoded in these innocuous squares?

Finally, does the medium inform the message, or is it the other way around? Pixels are hot and 

hip — when they’re on a computer. When they’re done with needle and thread, somehow the 

pixels soften and become something else. They’re no longer hard and fast, they’re slow and soft. 

Does this affect the information portrayed? Does a pixel made by a machine mean more than 

one produced by hand — hands that, traditionally, were female? Does the fact that the hands 

involved in producing these pixel river are male change the equation in any way? And if so — 

why?

Those are the questions I’m interested in asking.
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